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The American Society for Microbiology and 
Publons – Teaming Up To Bring Recognition  
to Peer Reviewers

• The American Society for Microbiology (ASM) has  
 partnered with Publons to build more effective,  
 long-lasting relationships with peer reviewers. 

• Through the partnership, ASM reviewers seamlessly  
 keep a record of every review performed for ASM’s  
 journals, past and present. Reviewers then strengthen  
 their CVs with evidence of their previously hidden  
 contributions to ASM’s esteemed scholarly journals.

• The number of ASM reviews on Publons increased  
 dramatically when ASM took advantage of exclusive  
 tools on their Partner Dashboard to recognize their  
 reviewers’ contributions from years past.

• ASM reviewers greatly appreciate the extra recognition 
  for their work and have reported a greater willingness to  
 review for, and submit manuscripts to, ASM’s journals.

• ASM is using Publons to better understand reviewers  
 and build the long-term relationships that ensure  
 they continue to deliver the most trusted and  
 impactful microbial research to the world quickly  
	 and	efficiently.

•	As	the	first	society	publisher	to	integrate	with	Publons,	 
 ASM is leading the charge in providing an enhanced  
 reviewer service.

For more information about ASM’s journals,  
see journals.asm.org or email journals@asmusa.org

Summary

‘We’re grateful for the extraordinary volunteer efforts made by the microbiology 
research community in reviewing manuscripts submitted to ASM Journals. 
Publons offered additional opportunities to give our reviewers the credit 
they deserve, in a forum that showcased ASM as a market leader in reviewer 
recognition, making the decision to try the service easy.’

– Barbara Goldman, Ph.D., Director, Journals, American Society for Microbiology
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The Challenge: Building Better 
Relationships with Peer Reviewers

Peer reviewers are central to ASM’s mission: advancing 
the microbiological sciences. Like all reputable scholarly 
publishers, ASM relies on a community of expert peer 
reviewers and editors to ensure the quality and integrity 
of articles published in its journals.

Importantly, ASM recognises that the community of 
researchers to whom they provide services are authors, 
editors, and reviewers -- and that it is important to 
support them in all of their endeavours. 

With submissions to scholarly journals growing 
rapidly, ASM became acutely aware of the many 
competing demands	on	reviewers’	time	and	work.	 
It became apparent that, without taking action, it would 
become	more	and	more	difficult	to	recruit	expert	peer	
reviewers and that this could ultimately threaten ASM’s 
ability to deliver impactful and trusted research to the 
world	quickly	and	efficiently.

Publons as the Solution

The	ASM	team	took	a	proactive	approach	to	finding	ways	
to improve the reviewer experience, engage potential 
authors, and build more long-term, effective relationships 
with the community.

Their journey brought them to Publons, the world’s 
premium reviewer recognition service. In 2015, ASM 
ran a pilot with Publons to offer ASM reviewers a way 
to effortlessly track and verify all of their peer review 
contributions	for	participating	journals	and	was	the	first	
society publisher to do so. 

The setup is simple: with a few lines of code, reviewers 
for any of ASM’s participating journals now receive a 
“Thank	you	for	reviewing”	email	from	the	editorial	office	
that includes an offer to get recognition on Publons for 
their valuable work.

For reviewers who opt-in to the service, their Publons 
profile	is	automatically	updated	with	a	verified	record	
of the review performed, in full compliance with ASM’s 
editorial policies and without revealing any sensitive 
information. 

To extend ASM’s touch points with reviewers, an 
important way to increase engagement, Publons also 
began notifying reviewers when and where the paper they 
reviewed was published and pointing them to the article 
on the journal’s platform, all with ASM branding.

ASM also began to actively use the partner dashboard 
to monitor the performance of their Publons partnership 
and leverage unique insights and analytics about their 
reviewers’ preferences, demographics, and behavior. 

Downloadable Record to Include in CV

Background  

The mission of the ASM Journals program is to 
advance microbiological sciences through the pursuit 
of	scientific	knowledge	and	dissemination	of	the	results	
of fundamental and applied research. Edited by working 
scientists who are drawn from eminent institutions 
around the world, ASM Journals have delivered 
excellence and value for nearly 100 years. Known for 
their quality, rigor, and fairness, ASM Journals continue to 
provide current, influential coverage of basic and clinical 
microbial research. View all of ASM’s journals.

‘ASM’s partnership with Publons indicates to me 
that ASM is a progressive society that listens 
and attends to key issues of scholarly publishing 
in the broader research community, beyond 
microbiology.’

– ASM reviewer

partnerships@publons.com
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Results  

With promising uptake from ASM reviewers over the 
first	18	months	--	over	1,250	different	reviewers	used	the	
service to record more than 6,200 reviews across the  
pilot journals -- ASM decided to include their newest titles 
mSphere® and mSystems®.

As of 1 August 2017, more than 2,000 reviewers have 
recorded	over	14,800	ASM	reviews	on	Publons,	giving	
these reviewers the means to highlight each valuable 
contribution to ASM’s prestigious journals on their  
CVs—with	verification.	 

The number of ASM reviews recognized on Publons has 
increased dramatically when ASM took advantage of 
exclusive tools on their Partner Dashboard to recognize 
their reviewers’ contributions from years past.

The numbers suggested that the enhanced recognition 
for their reviewing work was well received by the ASM 
community. But both Publons and ASM wanted to dig 
deeper and get direct feedback from reviewers about 
their views on the partnership and whether it was 
strengthening the ASM brand.

So, in May 2017 Publons conducted a survey of 200 ASM 
reviewers	who	used	the	Publons	service.	 

The survey results showed that ASM reviewers not only 
significantly	appreciated	the	extra	recognition	for	their	
work but also reported a greater willingness to review for 
and submit manuscripts to ASM’s journals.

48% of reviewers surveyed are more 
likely to review with Publons recognition 

29% more likely

19% Far  
more likely
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Learn More About Partnering  
with Publons

To learn more about recognizing your reviewers,  
go to publons.com/benefits/publishers 
email: partnerships@publons.com
 

What Next? 

Following the success of the partnership to date, ASM 
is looking to continue leveraging the Publons platform 
to further enhance the reviewer experience and build on 
the additional touch points and insights into reviewer and 
editor preferences, behaviour, and performance. 

The exciting tools and features Publons has planned for 
reviewer discovery, training, and engagement provide lots 
more to look forward to.

For more information about ASM’s journals, please visit:  

‘The scientific review process is essential for 
the propagation of good science. With the 
partnership of trusted societies such as ASM 
with Publons there is now an easy to use 
system to track reviews and select reviewers 
based on their expertise. This system is 
advantageous for reviewers who now have 
the opportunity to electronically track their 
reviews. I am impressed with my experience 
on publons and plan to continue working with 
this great partnership.’

- ASM Reviewer

partnerships@publons.com


